


Explore new dimensions of amusement with 

SYNOT Firebird



Sleak menu and lobby design 

Packed with 50 exciting games (and counting)

Multi-language support

Slim, curved cabinet design, equipped with FullHD and 4K monitors

Comes in a scale of configurations – from open, customizable machine settings  to 
plug-and-play pre-configured cabinets

Intuitive event reporting, accounting management and machine control thanks to the 
integrated SAS communication protocol v6.02 

TITO and AFT

SYNOT Jackpot System

SYNOT is proud to present Firebird, a slot system developed to provide the best possible gaming experience. Superior 

technological attributes, exciting bonus features including a jackpot system and new levels of comfort come in three different 

product variations: UP1-24, ECLIPSE and SPIRIT.

SYNOT Firebird, now certified in a number of jurisdictions, offers a full flexibility of languages and denominations delivering a 

customizable product to fit your particular market.

Enjoy the multiple benefits ensuring comfort, excitement and maximum satisfaction for your casino and your players.



2 LCD high-resolution 24“ widescreen monitors
 
Touch-equipped bottom screen for simple and interactive use
 
Overhead topper with 24“ monitor (optional)
 
Superior ergonomic shape for maximum player comfort
 
Attractive LED illumination
 
Integrated high-performance sound system (optional subwoofer)
 
Support for multiple bill validator models, Azkoyen Modular D2S coin acceptor 
 
Powered by the 4th Generation Intel® Core™ DPX®-S435 Gaming platform



 2 LCD high-resolution 27“ widescreen monitors
 
             Touch-equipped bottom screen for simple and interactive use

 Overhead topper with 27“ monitor (optional)

 Superior ergonomic shape for maximum player comfort

 Attractive LED illumination

 Integrated high-performance sound system (optional subwoofer)

 Support for multiple bill validator models, Azkoyen Modular D2S coin acceptor 

 Powered by the 4th Generation Intel® Core™ DPX®-S435 Gaming platform
     



4K 43“ UHD curved monitor with integrated touchscreen
 
Overhead topper with 24“ monitor (optional)
 
LCD 15,6“ touchpad 
 
Superior ergonomic shape for maximum player comfort
 
Attractive LED illumination
 
Integrated high-performance sound system 
 
Support for multiple bill validator models, Azkoyen Modular D2S coin acceptor 
 
Powered by the 4th Generation Intel® Core™ DPX®-S435 Gaming platform

     



Maximize the thrill of the game!

Give your players an unforgettable experience by offering them a shot at winning the 

ultimate fortune. Our mystery jackpot is a great addition to your casino, making each 

gameplay even more fun and exciting.

Visually impressive and eye-catching, SYNOT Jackpot System is a mystery multilevel 

jackpot system, which connects the machines into a network, where they participate in the 

accumulation and the distribution of additional jackpot wins in real time.



SYNOT Firebird features 50+ unique cutting-edge slot games and roulettes suitable for every type of player.

From fruity classics to incredible thematic adventures with a variety of fun characters, breathtaking graphics and plenty of 

attractive features and bonuses.





Enjoy SYNOT Firebird games wherever you are!

As a gaming content provider, SYNOT Games has a rapidly growing 

presence on the global market and is live on a number of online 

casinos, with plans to significantly expand also in 2020. This way, your 

players are able to enjoy an omnichannel experience and play wherever

they are, whether it’s their desktop, mobile or tablet.

Check out the games and try playing for fun at www.synotgames.com. 



SYNOT Group is an international, respected structure of 
companies operating in more than 20 countries worldwide and employing approximately 3 000 people. SYNOT’s core busi-
ness is gaming and supplying cutting edge technology, games and solutions, representing a full product suite for both 
online and land based entertainment.
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